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THE couxszuse SEEM IN THE

SECONDANT SCHOOLS 0, OREGON

HAMER

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important trends in *odors *dues*

tio is toward a greater emphasis on the individual, his

floods, problems, and adjustment* This is probably duo to

tho worli.wido emphasis on the dignity and worth of the

individual* it is an effort to *soaps some of the an..

desirable results of "mass production" in odaoation*
1

A

flexible ourrioulam, employment of speeial toaohers for

handicapped children, spoeial opportunities and ohal-

longos for the ,gifted or superior ohildren are only a for

evidences of this trend.

The most significant

vidual attention has beenboon brought about by the

dovelopmont of guidance programs because guidance loads

itself to a consideration of potentialities of sash boy

of his attitude of

The School Board Reference Library.
As Individuals. Illinois Assosiation of
Pamphlet No* 3, p. 3
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end girl.

In order that a guidance program function et.

feotivoly, it makes ass of the six combined areas of de-

volopment These areas of development or phases of

guidance, as teimed by the IIa ted States Office of

lducation,4 ores (1) individual inventory and analysis,

CO) Provision for occupational information, (3) eouostilft

ins, (4) selestion of training or training opportunities,

(3) Placement and (6) follaw-up.

Counseling is, however, one of the most desirable

methods of integrating these areas. It helps youth to

make wise docisions concerning their most useful field

of activity and their contributions to society. Al

though all good teaohers should, to some extent, pares

ticipets in the counseling process, it might be wise for

sash system to employ so Bone to oo-ordinate, plan, and

Uproot the guidane and counseling program.

Purpose and Value of This Study

ostimated population of the State of Oregon at

the present tine is placed at 1,375,000« By using the

graph method and projecting the curve since 1860, the

ttse. Work soap in Guidance. West
.'verslty, 1945«
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extended Topalatiort of Oregon in 1970 will be about two

milliox.5 If this prediction is correct, now is the time

to take stook of the looal situation and lay plans for

the future.

In 1046 the thregon State Teachers Assoolatio i, now

known as the Or Education Association, made an

attempt to discover what was being done throughout the

state to provide for individual differences by way of a

guidance program. Due to the many and various interpro+

tations of guidance, little4angible results were avail

able; therefore, only one phase of the guidance program

has been considered here, that of counseling. This was

done to limit this large field and attempt to investigate

only one specific, but very important, phase of guidanee

It is desired to show here the nature and extent of the

eounseling that is, at present, being carried on in the

schools throughout the state.

This information will be used by the State Depart

mut of Lineation, Vocational Guidance Division and The

School of Education, at Oregon State College, to help

promote and formulate a more unified plan throughout the

state. Also, to help asquaint new teachers with the

%Tort Brea,, Committee on Post W
Developaunt. Salem, Oregon. hay
upon rogues



situation as it exists today, so they mar know the

strength and weaknesses of the prevelling program

It Is the purpose of this study to disclose the

as hods, procedures, and techniques that are now found in

the schools, and from these findings determine what sug«

gestions, plane, or Information may be supplied, by the

state or other educational agencies, that will improve

the entire guidense programs of the schools of Oregon.

Location and MXthod of Approaoh of the Study

This study is concerned with the secondary schools

of Oregon. A letter of explanation and a questionnairo*

ger* sent to 156 high schools with as average daily attenl

donee of 50 or more students, and the 56 junior high

schools throughout the state, in an attempt to learn what

each school had in the way of a counseling program. The

results recorded herein are based upon 70% of the

questionnaires sent to tho high schools and junior high

schools within the state. Although replies were re

eeived from 75% of the schools, 3% were omitted bonus*

the questionnaire did not seem to apply to their situation

*
A copy of the letter and quest
the Appendix.

b



hey did not have time to gather the ecessary data.

ty»seven per Dent failed to make any response.

In gathering the information it was necessary to

resort to a questionnaire as it was impractical and too

expensive to contact each school administrator person

ally. This questionnaire was severely criticized and

analyzed by several experts before being submitted to the

sehools

In addition to the questionnaire, an examination of

Oregon Guidance Survey material, which was made the

Oregon Education Association, was studied for further

information. Use was made of the Oregon Sehool Directory

and other materials, found in the State Department of

Education office, to help make this a complete and

authentic study

of he Problem

e counselor is one of the links between the parent

and the school, and between the school and the oommunity.

He is a co- ordinator and a dispenser of community and

school services for the student. The responsibilities

ad duties of all counselors are, in general, similar.

They advise the student about his program; confer with

parents concerning the student's progress; look after

problems of attendance; integrate the guidance program in



the se col; sod assist students Sae utilizing their assets

and recognizing their liabilities.

Often the responsibility of counseling students of

public schools is neglected or placed in the hands of in

oompetent and untrained individuals.

This study has been made to learn the conditions oz.

fisting in the secondary schools of Oregon, and is, there.

fore, concerned with the following factors: (1) What is

the nature and extent of the counseling provided? (2)

What are the responsibilities and phases of the program?

Who are considered counselors and whet are their

qualifications? (4) What is the disposition of students

with special problems? (5) What is the time, place, and

the condition of the counseling? (6) What materials and

funds are available to aid the counselor? (7) Does the

counseling program extend to the out.of.school youth?

(a) Under what conditions does the interview take place?

(9) Are the counseling programs, as they now exist, ado

quote? (10) What help do the administrators want and

need that will aid them in their programs?

A glance at the questionnaire will Show how far.

reaching an attempt has been made to investigate the

conditions under which counseling operates in the Oregon

schools. The primary problem was to determine the type

of oouns ling programs found within the schools, that is,



whsther they are planned or incidental in n tion

7

This method of organization helps in the interpretation

of other information,

The problem is, ( ) to present the findings of the

inquiry in an adequate and orderly manner so that it will

aid anyone interested in counseling or guidance; (2) to

study the counseling as it now exists in the secondary

mebools of Oregon; (3) to note is 'dist respects the

schools are falling short of the desired program; and

(4) to determine what aid or information may be supplied

by the State Department of Edueation and the colleges

and aniversities to help these secondary schools improve

their counseling programs.

Limitation of the Study

Some limitations are called to the reader's

attention. Lack of universal agreement on the meaning of

the term "counseling" is apparent. After intensive DUO,

it was decided that counseling was to be used more or

less synonymously with interviewing; a fees to fetes

situation for the purpose of securing giving, or re.

lating information that is important to the welfare or

future of the individual. This definition was selected

in order to help standardize interpretations made from

the questionnaire.



Another factor that has been difficult to lave i

gate or study has been the general effectiveness of these

programs. Much counseling of the informal, incidental

type is serried on by all teachers* The time they denote

to counseling, the recommendations they make, and other

information arc seldom, if ever, recorded to aid in

follew»up or diagnosis of the students' problems.

Another limiation influencing the final analysis es'

interpretation is evident since all schools did not re

spond to each question. it is impossible to give reasons

for this failure other than the tact that the individuals

responsible for answering the questionnaire were instruct*

ed to leave blank any question or questions that did not

apply to their situations, or that they failed to under-

stand*
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BACKGROUND DEVELOPMENT 0 THE PROBLEM

Education in recent years has advanced to where the

main interests have shifted from the emphasis upon sub-

ject matter to a consideration of the individual and his

well-being. This shift, often due to guidance, assumes

that individual students differ in their problems,

abilities and interests. It assumes further, that be-

cause of those individual differenoes, each student

should receive the required personal attention needed to

solve his problem. The student with the greatest saps...

ity to learn quickly and easily should expect different

treatment than the student who does not have this

quality. Students should be stimulated to think and

study about what they plan to do later in life. An

effort on the part of the administration to understand

students as individuals and to encourage students to

know themselves has led to the development of guidance

and counseling programs.

Beginning of the Guidance Movement

40 years ago, the guidance movement

in this country has spread to the extent that programs



can be found in many of the secondary schools of the

United States.

Historically, clan() as a social effort in this

country, dates from the opening of the "Breadwinne

Institute" at the Civic Service House in Boston, where

in 1905 Frank Parsons began working out this new idea of

helping young people find the sort of jobs in which they

could succeed and be happy. Ten years later the first

public school department of vocational guidance was

established in Boston.4

The pioneer work of Frank Parsons, in the ab,enee of

scientific methods of analysing the individual, was the

forerunner of the method used in our present-day progrt.

Parsons necessarily stressed the role of the interview,

and guided self analysis as well as oeoupational informs

tics. "The followers of Parsons," said Donald G. Pater-

son05 "tended to steer clear of the analysis phase of

guidance, but it was natural to witness the development

of courses in vocations, lectures, and round-table diah

suasion* concerning vocational opportunities."

In many secondary schools of the past, when a

40oz, R. D. Counselors and Their Work, p.

5Willianson, B. G. and Darley, G. Student Personnel
Work. Introduction, p. vii
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student entered a high school, he made a selection of

the curriculum he desired, such as; college preparatory,

scientific, oommeroial, or agricultural. From the

moment this selection was made all future courses were

planned as a matter of routine. Individual needs, de-

sires, or abilities were seldom considered. The atti-

tude and changes that have come about in this type of

program ate clearly demonstrated by Lefever, Turrell,

and Weitzel:
6

The problem for guidanee was relatively
simple. The student made his curricular
choice, or possibly his parents made it for
him. He either passed and eventually gradu-
ated, or was dropped by the wayside.

Since curricular ohoices have changed in
two respeotss (1) instead of two or three
curricula from which the student may shoose
his major field of study the modern urban high
school offers a bewildering array of possible
major areas from which a selection mast be
made; and (2) the specific courses comprising
these curricula are not so rigidly determined.
Some of the larger seoondary schools schedule
WI Or three hundred different courses. As
a result the problem of guidance has beoome
more complex.

Guidance twentywfive years ago, however
was not always limited to helping each student
decide in which of the three or four available
curricula he should enroll. On mouton other
important questions were considered.

GLefever, Welty D., Turrell, Arable 114, and Weitzel,
Henry I. Principles and Techniques of Guidance. p. 7.



the preceding quotation it is not difficult to
recognize that the problem of guidance and the work of

the counselor were relatively simple especially when

compared with the present day program.

The development of guidance has been due mainly to

new social °auditions and needs, a new psychology which

has emphasized individual differences, and the develop.

meat of teats and measurements for studying individuals

Some reasons given by psychologists for the development

of guidance programs in the schools the last half century

bias been demonstrated by Traxler./

Psychologically, a need for guidance is
found wherever the environment is sufficiently
complex to permit a variety of responses and
whenever individuals are not equipped to re.
act instinctively to the stimulus of the
environment. Among animals and in primitive
social orders, the guidance of youth is taken
*are of by the parents. Even in a fairly
advanced civilization which maintains a oar .
tsin homogeneity, the home can continue to
be the chief guidance agency. Thus, in the
largely agrarian society which obtained in
the 'United States until approximately 1900,
there was no keenly felt need for organized
guidance other than that provided by the
family

This changing environment has placed a

responsibility upon young people for making

choices. Educators, having become wars of individual

7 axier, A. E. Techniques rat Ou d e.
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differences and of a complex society, have attempted to

keep pace with the social structure. This led to an ex-

panded eurriculum that bewildered the pupil. Thus, he

was presented with an array of subject choices about

which he had little or no information.

Guidance in the American schools la n be traced to a

number of major Teeters some of which are philanthropy,

religion, mental hygiene, social change, increased en

rollment and the measurement movement. The latter, von..

tributing soisatific information, has been the out..

growth of studies made in the field of psycholo

of the reasons this movement has had a major influence in

the development of guidance has ben pointed out by

Lefever, Turrell and weitze1.8

When administered for guidance purposes,
standardized tests or inventories are intend-
ed to present a picture of a student's impact
ties, :Attainments, or patterns of behavior in os
tain ereds. On the basis of such information
the eoenselor hopes to suggest to his counsel..
certain alternative solutions to problems
which the later faces. These tests may represent
a short cut method The test furnishes
a sample of behavior that may be obtained in min
utes rather than years.

In the larger high schools it is impossible for any

one person to know more than a few pupils well enough to

Lefever, Welty D., Turrell, Arabia M., Weitzel, Henry
1. Principles and Techniques of Guidance. P. 253.
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attempt to provide guidance on the basis of personal

acquaintance alone. Therefore, it was necessary to make

a systematic effort to collect information about sash

individual and to pool this essential information on

what has became known as the cumulative record. We

terial developments have aided in the promotion of guid-

anee and have made possible the handling of large groups

effectively. However, the importance of the main fact

tore contributing to the development of the guidance

program, as viewed by Chisholm is not to be under

estimated.

There are orrtain upsets of the school
and its setting which have a direct bearing
on the answer to the question, Why guidance?
The three most important of these eharaeter-
isties eras increased enrollment in the high
sehool, departmental organization, and the
expanded curriculum.

Since the beginning of the century educational

problems have bean the subject of almost continuous

study. The advances made in a few progressive schools

received such publicity that the American people were

startled by recent studies which showed high school

education had neither changed nor improved. Due to

these findings, and to other factors, educators realized

9Chisholm, Leslie L. Guiding Youth in the Secondary
Schools. p. lb.
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they must assume the responsibility for helping the

youth meet his problems. It was recognised that a new

kind of education was needed.

The new attitude of educators in the development

of guidance has been well expressed by Warters."

Goldoni)* quickly became the educational
watchword. High.sehool administrators knew
that, to have good schools, they must have
personnel work; but they were not always
certain as to that the work was or how they
were to do it. To supply the answers, many
books and articles were written on the sub'
jeet; investigations were made of personnel
programs in operation, good and bad; and
descriptive ascounts were written of the
methods and practices already in as.. So
great was the demand for information about
personnel work that during the five year
period of 1957.1942 the recognized authorities,
almost without exception, contributed to the
literature on this subject. New books were
written; old ones were revised.

The various names that have been applied to this

movement seem almost as numerous as the writers in the

field. On the whole, however, the term guidance is used

more frequently than any other term. Warters" makes a

point of the terminology that has been used to describe

the guidance movement.

In different forms and under different
names personnel work was introduced into

1°Warters Jane. Nigh School Personnel Work Today. p. 13

%aid. p. 15
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high schools throughout the country during
the 1920/s. By the middle of the 1930's it
was clear that these different forms were
really the same Or parts of the same thing,
It was also clear that, in order to under-
stand each other to work together success-
fully, and to gain the understanding and
support of principals and teachers, these
workers, who were really doing the same
thing, should cell that thing by the sem*
name. Consequently, we find the literature
of this period full of dissuasions concern
ing the oorrect name to be given to the
young thing,--"individualised education"
"personalised education", "vocational gu d

.SA040, "vocational and educational guidance",
"counseling", or one of many other names.
More than 50 different terms were in use.

Development of the School Counsel

Counseling is probably es old as man him, f be

Cause man has sought counsel and advice since the re-

cording of history. The development of the modern

counselor is relatively new. While the guidance move -

ment was taking its place in the school program, the

social conditions were going through changes which added

to the responsibilities of the school to young people.

Increased population in our cities added to the complex -

ities of family life. The father's and often the

mother's absence from the home for long hours in the

factories, shops and offices, forced upon the teachers

the task of giving instructions in social, and moral

values.
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Changes in the s and character of cocoa.

pat ions make it practically impossible for the average

parent to advise his children adequately about possible

oeations and the training required for these occupations.

It is a job which requires expert knowledge and wide

contacts.

The departmentalization in education and society,

with no one agency having more than a brief contact with

the child, has been a stimulus to school administrators

to drew together some of the fragments of the individu-

al's life. The sehools that serve students well in sub

feet matter, social opportunities, health and recreation,

often fail to unite these experiences into e Olaherent

whole,

Adults as well as children have difficulty with Or

ever-growing complex society, as is noted by Cox 12

Widows that grown-..ups as well as
children have been disturbed and confused
by the changes of our times, is the fact
that during the last thirty years scores
of advisory services in as many departments
of living have found a ready public. The
investment counsel, the interior decoration
adviser, the family advisory services the
marriage counsel, the child, guidance clinic
these and many other agencies have sprung up
during recent decades to help the average
citizen make choices and arrive at workable
adjustments.

12COX, R. D. Counselors and Their Work.



Against this background of social and educational

change the position of the school counselor had developed.

It has grown in importance, and its development has been

linked with the growth of guidance. School administre.

tore have seen the need for someone to act as adviser and

coordinator of services to students. Usually this re-

sponsibility has been delegated to a member of the teaeh

ing staff. The importance of counselors to the guidance

program is readily demonstrated by Cox.13

In recent years discussions of guidance
topics have become more prominent wherever
educators gather; and while guidance is more
inclusive than the work of the counselor alone,
the counselor usually receives attention where.
ever guidance is under consideration. A move -
ment and a worker which yesterday claimed little
space and attention in school programs and
policies today have secure places in educational
theory. Gradually they are making headway to-
ward a secure 91ace in school plans and budgets.

Counseling is an accumulative process and the

effectiveness of the counseling is dependent upon the

adequacy of the guidance program. The aim of guidance

is to have the counseling take place between a counselor

who is prepared to give advisory service and the student

who is well enough informed about the various factors

involved in his problem to consider the information

13Ibid. p. 6.
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given to him by the oounselor.

An ezoellent description of counseling is expressed

by Chisholm.
14

. . Counseling at its best is not a
condition of the blind leading the blind.
Neither is it a ease of those with clear
and unmistekable vision leading the blind.
Instead, it is the case of a rational being
who to reasonably well informed about the
fasts involved in the problem he is facing
availing himself of the mature judgment or
*counsel of one qualified to render such

Development at the Guidance Movement in Oregon

The story of the guidance movement in Oregon is

rather difficult to follow because of the 1.ok of any

organized state-wide program or influence. In the See+

and Annual Report of Oregon. High School Principals Oona.

rareness which was held in October, 1930, is found the

first record of an investigation concerned with pupil

guidanee.

In a research by a questionnaire an attempt wee made

to discover what was to be found in the way of guidance

programs in schools with more than four teachers through

out the state. "No effort was made", states the report,

"to distinguish between educational and vocational

14Chisholm, Leslie L. Guiding Youth in Secondary
Schools. p. 158.
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guidance.45 The purpose of this investigation was two-

fold; (1) to find out to what extent counseling or

guidance is being carried on in the state; (2) to make

reoammendations that may help the guidance movement.le

The results of this investigation are very interest..

Jug bat the findings are extremely limited as will be

noted from the following passage taken from the report.

Very few sohools in the state consider
counseling or guidance of enough importance
designate one person to manage a program of
counseling . . . Counseling in the 'pools
is haphazard and luoks organization.'"

As a result of the findings the committee made what

they oalle'a, a suggested plan for the high schools. This

plan asked the school administrators to appoint some

capable members of their faculties to serve as counse..

lore, It was alsr) suggested that one counselor be

appointed for every fifty pupils

There is little in the records for the next few

years. However, in 1932 a committee was formed

especially to make contacts between the schools of Ores

5State Dept. of Education. Second Annual Report of Ors-.
gun High school Principals Conference. 1930, p. 30.

15Ibid. p. 31.

17Ibid. p. 32
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end the state institutions of higher learning and to pro-

mote further arrangement and functions of guidance pro..

grams within the schools. This committee was under the

general supervision of the High 3chool Contacts Committee.

In 1957 the High School Contacts Committee/8 made the

following reports

Since the re-organization of the Oregon
System of Higher Education in 1932, the re .
lationship between the high schools and state
institutions of higher learning has been under
the supervision of this committee . . .

The committee was created so that the
program of higher education it. Oregon, might
be carried on to prospective students in the
high school from one central source, tree
from prejudice . . .. The High School
Contacts Committee also has been interested
in developing a comprehensive guidance pro-
gram for the secondary schools.

It was recommended that this committee continue to

function. At the Conference in 1935, under the chair.

manship of E. B. Lemon, the committee with a view to

further guidance proposed to issue two publications and

to make them available to all high school administra

tors. One of the publications was to deal with questions

of guidance from the standpoint of high school faoulties.

The other publication was to be placed in the hands of

both students and faculty. It was noted that this

State Dept. of ducation. Ninth Annual Depart of Ore
gone High school Principals Conference. 1937, p. 11.



suggestion did not signify materi 1 other than guidance.

In 1939 the report of the committee shows the

understanding of guidance was still hazy in the minds of

educators. The Committee
19

in making its report wrote:

Guidance has so many interpretations and
divisions that it is difficult to arrive at a
common mutually accepted definition. For this
report we shall consider that guidance takes
place whenever the teacher in a learning
situation, assists the child to learn.

It was also reported by the committee that few

secondary schools in Oregon had trained counselors or

advisers and that only 10% of all Oregon high schools

had an organized guidance program. It further pointed

out guidance responsibilities had been limited to

principals, counselors, and deans; only a few classroom

teaoherz participated. This was the situation of the

guidance and counseling in the secondary schools at the

onset of World War II. Little information could be found

as to whet was accomplished in guidance and eounseling

during the war years.

State Dept. of led cation Rleventh Annua Report o
Oregon High School Principals Conference. 1939, p. 35.



CHAPTER III

THE viral'

In undertaking the study of the eounseling services

found in the seeondary sehools of Oregon, the most

difficult task was that of choosing between guidance and

counseling. From the Several studies previously made,

little information could be found as to the counseling

services offered in the schools. This fact, that one of

the important phases of guidance had been neglected,

helped to stimulate this investigation«

letter of explanation and a questionnaire were

sent to the superintendents, principals, or individuals

known to be directly responsible for the counseling

services. One hundred nint two questionnaires were dia..

tributed among the secondary school administrators, 90%

of which have been used in the study. The statistics as

to the number of questionnaires sent out, returned, and

those used in the study are shown in Table I on page 24.

Additional classification of the schools according

to their enrollments has been made so as to give a more

comprehensive view of the situation and to permit the

reader an opportunity to place himself in practically

any school situation and view the facts that are apparent



Member of questionnaires Sent Out and Returned

Sent
44 Out $

Per cent o
kle Usable returns

School 156 112 107 88
High School 56 29 20 70

TOT* 9g 3.41 150 70

in that school group. The high schools have been sub.

divided into classes of shoals with less than 100

students in average daily attendance; 101.300; 301-500;

and those with over 501 in average daily attendance, Of

particular interest is that 31% of the schools considered

in the study have lees than a hundred students in average

daily attendance, 2$ between 101 and 300; 13% between

301 and 500; 13% with 501 or over and 20% were Junior

high schools. The later group has been considered in a

separate classifioation regardless of its enrollment and

has been treated as such throughout the study. Table II

on page 25 shows the number and per cent of schools con -

sidered in the various classifications.

The question concerning the type of counseling pro.

gram which a school has is of special significance. It

is on this basis that the interpretations of the questions

have been made. Whether a school has a planned or an in-

oidontal type of counseling program determines the
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TABLE

Number of ohools Considered in. the Study

R urn Per (sent
a of Study

100 -less 2 31
101.300 31 23
501.500 17 13
501ove 17 13
Jr. High School 28 20

143,14, 135 100

organization and degree of emphasis on counseling in the

individual schools. For this reasonn, it was necessary to

discover the type of programs that the secondary schools

of Oregon followed and then use this for the interprets.

tions of specific programa used in the schools.

Of the 15 school administrators answering the in.

qu ry, as to the type of counseling program they have in

their schools, 46% indicated their counseling programs

were planned, while another 46% indicated their programs

were of the incidental type; 6.5% being more cautious and

perhups conservative, indicated their programs were

partially planned. Two administrators completely filled

the questionnaire, but failed to indicate any plan.

Another observation of special interest and significance

is the gradual shift from a preponderance of incidental

programs in the small schools to planned programs in the
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schools Frith larger enrollments.

In Table III that follows, special reference as

been made to the administrators who indicated that their

schools had partially planned programs and to those who

failed to indicate any type of program. This will be

the only reference mode in this study to this detailed

breakdown, In the other inquiries that were made the

results of the partially planned program have been tab-

ulated with the planned group, while those that failed

to indicate any plan have been tabulated with the

incidental group. This was done so as to avoid infini-

tesimal percentages which would have little meaning to

the ettidy.

Show

Tii.BLE I

Number of Schools with Planned and Incident-
al Types of Counseling Programs

100-less
101-300
301..500
501-over
Ir. High

13
12
9

12
16

2
1.

1
4

TOTAL 62 9

Per cent 46 bob
62

42
51

1 17
17
28

9 135
46 1.6 100

In an at ampt to learn something of the limits of

the counseling programs that are carried on in the



schools e question was asked ooncorni I o whom the

counseling was confined: individuals only, group, only,

or both individuals and groups?" Space and opportunity

were allowed for those administrators who might have

other limitations on their prograz,. /ithout exception all

responded to this question with the results recorded in

Table If on page 28.

Of the 71 secondary school administrators who in.

diosted they have planned programs, 89 indicated their

counseling programs functioned on an individual as well

as a group basis; whereas, 11$ indicated their programs

were confined to the individual only. slightly differ

ant indication was made by the 44 administrators who are

tabulated with the incidental group. Fifteen per cent of

these groups indicated their plans extended to individuals

only, 10% to groups only, and 75% oonsider both the

individuals and groups. It is of interest to note that

the four administrators whose schools hz.ve an average

daily attendance of over 500 which have the incidental

type of counseling program, oonAne their counseling

programs to groups only. It should be kept in mind, how.

ever, that those administrators who indicated they had a

partially planned program have had their answers tabu»

lated with the planned group while those who failed to

indicate a plan were tabulated with the incidental group
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BLit X!

An Indication of Some of the Counseling Limits

Group
°MY

less
0

SOIover
Sigh

TOTAL
YU WV Alt
71 admini trato reporting

11
10

3.4

MOIDINTAL
Group

duals Onl Only $o
5 1 22
2 1 14

S

$4 admin.

4
5

6 48
9 Tf

pa

In further attompting to learn the limits of coon

soling in tho secondary schools the question, whether

class discussions were considered as part of the sound.

ailing programs, was asked. The purpose of this question

was to serve as a check an the preceding inquiry. Of

130 school administrators answering this question, seven

had indicated an the previous question they confined

their counseling to individuals only, rat on this qu

tion, class disoassions were considered as part of their

counseling programs. No attempt is made to interpret

this apparent conflict. Table V on page 29 :Mows 81% of

the schools, having a planned program, include class

discussion as part of their programs while 84% of those

schools, having the incidental type of program, consider

class discussions as part of their programs.



TABLE V

0lass Discussions as Part of Counseling

(opting to lesrai what phases the various

aiWWiatrators included in their counseling programs

sight important and well-aecopted items were listed for

the administrators to cheek. Boom was provided for writ-

ing in items other than those mentioned. The list in-

cludeds personality adjustment, health adjustment,

social adjustment, school subjects, extrai.ourrioular

nativity, future vocational interest and plans, and

schedule and program planning. Several of therm items

were checked by each administrator and in the space pro-

vided for writs-in phases, on. administrator included

"job analysis", another, "attendance", three wrote "any

personal problems not already listed or classified", and

another mentioned "aohievement0

Table VI shows clearly that administrators having a



planned program consider some phases of oounseling more

important than administrators do in schools with the in

oidental type of program. This has been particularly

notioeabl in those phases that were concerned with

school sabjeets, individual adjustment and schedule and

program planning. Administrators with the planned pros

gram are more consoious of individuals' adjusting to

their environments, whereas, those with the insidental

program consider the schedule planning to be most

portent. This statement, in no way, is intended to in-'

&islets that all the phases of counseling are not con-

sidered in a normal counseling situation. for example,

all the percentages listed for schools with the planned

programs are high enough to be of significance. Of the

71 administrators reporting with the planned program, 90%

indicated personality adjustment was one of the phases

covered by the school counseling program, 80 health

adjustmen 86% social adjustment; 80% school subjeets

and future vocational interest and plans; 73 indloated

extra.currioular aotivities; and 7$ stated schedule and

program planning. As mentioned before the schools with

the incidental type of program placed greater emphasis on

other phases. Of the 60 administrators replying to this

question, school subjects were the ones considered most

frequently, as 90% indicated this was one of the phases



cm red in their programs 819 ind ted schedule sad

gram planning; 80% future variational interest and

s; 6$ social adjustment and extra-eurricular activ.

; 62% personality adjustment; and 55% health adjust.

ment. Another fagot distinguishing the planned from the

incidental group was those administrators in schools with

the planned program indicated that a greater number of

phases were savored by the counseling program. Table VI,

showing the frequency of those items checked under both

types of programs, incidental and planned, is given on

the page following.

Who assumes the responsibility f any program is am

important fast which is eanserned with the functioning of

that program. It was learned, from the questionnaire,

that In many schools more than one person is delegated

Some responsibility in conjunction with the counseling

program. Many administrators apparently divide this re.

sponsibility aeeording to the sex of the counsels** In

schools with either the planned or incidental programs

the responsibility for the functioning of the program

rests largely upon the principals. There were a number

of administrators that indicated this responsibility was

shared with a guidance directors the dean of boys, the

teacher -eounselor, or, and most frequently mentioned,

with the dean of girls. It may be noted in schools with



g the Phases C
each school indicated as

100.ess 12 11 10 14 11
101-300 12 11 12 12 8
301.500 9 9 9 9 9
501-over 13 12 11 13 12
Jr. High 18 20 20 19 12

TOTAL 64 63 62 57 52
lATIAARI_AP 88 86 80 7-i7.-i7.,4Wiiiiitratora report ag

*PA. personality adjustment
HA. health adjustment
SA. social adjustment
SS. school subjects

PA._ $At SA.), SS

11 10 1 14 11 15 25
913 10 11 12

9 1 4 3 3 7
13 13 1 4 2 3
11 10 1 7 6 8 7

57 53 4

18
9
4
3
5

4

27
11 1
5
3 1

2 3

39 48 49
0 65 80 8

report ng

ICA. extra-curricular activity
ATIP. future vocational interests and plans
SP. schedule and program planning
O. other



the planned program the principal is responsible or

shares this responsibility in 66 of the eases, while

84% tram the incidental group make this same indication.

The dean of girls was mentioned 24 times or for 36% of

the planned group and 22 times or 34% of the incidental

group. In praetisally every case the dean of girls was

mentioned as sharing this responsibility.

Table VII on page 34 shows the frequency and per

tent with which administrators named the person or per-

sons responsible. Administrators indicating someone,

other than those listed, named the athletic coach four

times, homeroom or roll teacher tour times, class ads

visors three times and vies- principal only twice. Why

those who answered the questionnaire failed to consider

the homeroom or roll teacher, and the class advisers

under the classification of teacher.sousselor is not

known.

The persons who handle the major part of the eon*

soling is shown in Table VIII on page 34. MAW of the

returns indicated this was aecomplished by several in-

dividuals and in sane cases the counseling was well*

divided among the staffs In the schools, with a planned

program it has been observed the teaeher..counselor is

about on a par with the principal as 30% of the returns

indicated the teacher- counselor and 53% indicated the



TABLE VII

Person or Persons Responsible for the Counseling Program

PL, INCIDENTAL
ily
en 'SUPT. DB. L . PRii GD

100-less 1 11 2 2 2 4 8 22 2 1 4 11
101-300 5 7 3 5 4 2 15 1 9 5
301-500 8 2 1 6 4 3 1 6 2 4
501-over 5 3 4 7 1 3 1 1 2 1
Jr, High 1 16 2 3 4 3 3 6 2 3

TOTJAL 7 47 10 15 26 13 11 11 52 3 7 22 17 2
Per cent 10 66 14 ,21 56 18 15 18 84 5 11 35 27 2

71 odministrators reporting 62 adrn1 iietratore reporting

*SUPT. superintendent DO. dean of girls
PRIN. principal M. teaeher-counselor

GD.
DB.

guidance director
dean of boys

0. other



principal. In sohools with the incidental type of r

gram, the principal was mentioned in 80% of the returns

and the teaoheroounselor in 829, As the enrollment of

the school increases, there is $ shift from the principal

to other members of the staff to handle the counseling.

It should be further pointed out that the homeroom teeeh.

er predominates in the junior high school and, therefore,

ads to make the over-all picture slightly lopsided,

II feet should be taken into consideration when observ..

Lag the results,

The persons who were ss tied as eounse3ore in the

var ous schools were

of administrator w

pen the interpretations

ed the oestionnaire.

Some listed one eounsoler while others included their en-

tire start, Pros Tables XIV page 46; XT page 47; and

XXIII page 61; additional information might be pined as

to whom is considered a counselor; however the interest

at this point in the questionnaire was the number of

sons who servo as counselors and the ratio of counselors

to students. Of the 155 schools used in the study, 14

administrators failed to indicate the number of persons

considered counselors in the school, 5 of which bad pre..

imisly indicated they had a planned program and 11 of

which had indicated they had an incidental program. The

results of the planned program might be considered



At end,

TABLE VIII

Person or Persons Handling the Major Part oT the Co

Coon. T.C.

100-less
101.-500
501.-500 6

4
6

1 4

1

2
501-over 2 8
Jr. High 10 2 14 14

TOTAL 38 5 36 17
Per sent 54 50 28
71 admini t tors reporting

* Prin..
F.T. Coo
T.C.

principal
full time counselor
teacher-corms elor

3
5
4
4

4 14
5 BO

25
16
5
1
3

4 2 2
1 2 2
1. 3

1
7 1

50 14 13
80 20 20

63 admini trators r

5 8
0 12

porting

H.R. Te. home room teacher
S. sponsor of co.eurrioula r astiviti 0
O. others



heavily we ghted with wamen counselors. This is true be.

canoe it includes the slat high schools of

Portland and does not inolude the two all-bays' schools

slave their administrators failed to return the question..

noire lurther additions are made this to the number of

women considered as counselors in the junior high school.

The total number of students considered, to establish

ratio between counselors and students, was taken from

the average daily attendance report in the Oregon School

Directory for 1946-1947. The ratio of counselors to

students of those schools with the planned program is TS

students to each counselor while schools with the inoi

dental type of program show a lower ratio of 48 students

to each counselor. This condition may be explained by

the fact that in schools with a planned program min-

solar* do counsel a greater number of students. lox

example, the ratio of counselors to students in the

schools with an average daily ottendance of over 500 is

one counselor for 148 students. The mean number of

counselors per school was fire and one-half for those

with the planned program and three and one-half for these

schools with the incidental program. It is of further

interest to note that only one administrator mentioned

his policy was to hat'. 25 pupils for each teacher-

counselor.



TABLE IX

Number of Persons Considered Counselors in the SOhoolo
and the Acoumulated Average Daily .4tendanoe

ess
101.500
301.500
50104wer
ir High

28 2
33 30
23 55
39 45
42 61

64 21.2 27

2,402
3,409

120287
8,345

razors rape ng

Men
26 1.T-Trc

29 25 2,702
21 15 2,680
5 4 1,345
8 23 1,821

9 93 9
a repo ng

*Average daily attendance taken from the Oregon
School Directory, 1946-1947.

The conditions under whioh interviews take place are

important and should be considered as techniques used in

counseling. In response to the inquiry as to the privacy

of the interview, all administrators, except two, answered

this question. Of the planned group, 46% "always" conduct

their interviews in private while 53% stated that their

interviews ware "usually" conducted in private. One

administrator from the planned group stated they had small

booths for counseling purposes and these were only semi

private. In contrast, only 22% of the incidental pro.

gram group indicated their interviews yore "always" eon-

dueted in private and 77% stated their interviews were

"usually" conducted in private, Table X, shows the



fated from the ctustiannsire.

TABU X

Privately Conducted Interviews

II. addition to the priveoy of the intervi t the

loeation or surroundings are also important from. the

standpoint of technique and rapport. Sines most inter..

views usually take on was degree of privaey an attempt

to learn the location of these interviews was made. In

Table XI on page 41 the reader should note the prom

deranee of counseling taking place in the principal's

office. It was demonstrated in Table VIII en page 56,

that a high percentage of counseling individuals was done

by the principal, this therefore, is a very understandable

condition. With the planned program group the use of

some private or special room also reeeives attention. It

was previously mentioned that the planned group most often

have additional members of the faculty handling the



making this condition also apparent. Of

those schools considered in the study 67% of the planned

group indicated the counseling takes place in the prin.

eipal's office. 60 stated classrooms and 20 used the

homeroom. Iron the ineidentaI group 7$ use the prin

eipelts canoe. 4$ the classroom. 27% use a private or

speeial ram end 21% use the homeroom,. The number of

Junior high schools using the homeroom as a place for

counseling ties in very closely with the fact that they

use a great number of homeroom teachers as coonselors.

Another important point is that several administrators

indioated the classroom was used only for group guidance

or counseling. Many administrators indicated counsel-

ing was conducted in more than one plaee. Ths fact that

two administrators used the term wanypleeew permits a

wide interpretation of what is meant.

In attempting to learn when, during the day, eoun.

soling takes place, an interesting condition was brought

to attention as many administrators indicated indirectly

that class periods were not used as extensively as other

times for counseling. Many reasons might have been

given, however it is reasonably safe to generalise on the

important point that it is difficult for the teacher

counselor to counsel and conduct a class simateneously

In those schools where the incidental type of progrea is



T. XI

Takes Platte

100-lose
101-300
301-500
501-aver
Jr. High

TOTAL
ea 30

6 4 12 1
4 10 10
5 7 6 2
4 15 4 1
2 11 16 9

48 14 2

13
7
2
2
4

28
45

ors repo

* Priv. private
Prin. principal

23

4
7

53

5
2
1
1
6

14
22

2

1
1

4
6

a fl r t ors reihWilp3



t was noted that

of the group,

lode by 47%0 and 1$ d

from schools with the planned

lel t r

Burring the study per*

p

ogram

Counselors

43% of the eases

counsel during study periods, 37% during class periods,

379 have no speoial time, 27% before °lasses begin, and

21% after school. Several administrators indicated a

special period was provided for counseling while others

ass the activity period or club meeting time. One admix*

istrator mentioned some counseling was °conducted in the

evening. This same administrator had previously indicated

same of the counseling was conducted in the home of the

student. Table XII on page 43, shows the results of this

inquiry.
The factors that create the conditions which mist

in sash administrator's progr are many and varied. Boss

conduct a major counseling program only certain times

during the school year while others are able to maintain

en adequate program the year around. Table XIII on page

44, which has to do with the question *when", is concerned

with the program as it extends throughout the year.

Ninety one per cent of the administrators from schools

with the planned program have indicated the major part of

their counseling was continsous during the year while 12%

have indicated the beginning of the Tear. tram the



an
the Counseling Takes Place

( during the dal')

Daily
Attend. *BC11. DU.

100-less 3 1
101-300 3 6
501-500 4 5
301-over 4 7
Zr. High 5 9

TOTAL 19 26

ID

P. NST. AS.

8 8 3
8 5 3
3 1 3 4 2
7 3. 3 2 3
15 1 7 3 5

31 3 26 15 10
43 4 37 21 15

before *lasses begin
during class periods

risP. during study periods O. tithe.
DLP during lunch periods

8

803. CCPI,

3
3. 5 7
1 3 3

1
1 4 1.

6 12 15

time
school

19 27

P. DLR, NST AS.

3.9 2 2
8
3
4

1 4 1

1 38 2 3
1 60 3 4
ors rep



TABLE XIII

When the Major Part of the COW18*
(daring the year)

ED INCIDENT"
1.y C1aes Spr. Close .Spr.

Att4Incl Of of Y. Sea. Can of Y. of Y SOM. Cont. Other

100-less 5 2 1 9 10 5 1 20
101.300 3 14 4 3 13
301-500 1 1 1 9 1 1 6
501-over 13 2 2 3
Jr. High 20

9 3 2 65 6 11 2 42
sent 12 4 3 91 5 17 3 68
dministrators reporting 6t aea1strators reporting

*Beg. of Y. beginning of year
Close of T. sloes of year
Spr. SAM6 spring semester

Cont. oast
O. other



incidental group 66% stated that the major part of their

counseling was continuous, 5% used the beginning of the

year and 1$ the close of the year. A few adninistra

tors indicated their counseling functioned continuously

throughout the year but felt the need for additional em.

phasis during the beginning of the year. Another reason

for this special emphasis, will probably be better demon.

attested in Table XVIII on page 524 which has to do with

the grade level requiring the most counseling, One admin.

istrator made a speoial notation that his program of

counseling assumed major proportions at the close of the

fall and spring semesters, indicating the sohedule and

program of the students were planned et these times

Often in the school there is used for someone

eelall trained, or with considerable experience, to

counsel same of the more difficult, or problem cases.

was loomed tram the administrators in schools with a

planned program that 00% have someone to whom special,

counseling may be referred, while those with the inol.

dental program stated 41% used special counselors. Of

those mentioned only a few are not directly associated

with the schools. If schools are located in cities which

also have a college or a university some attempt is made

to secure help from the personnel within these instil*

tions of higher learning. Schools administered under the
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y 'nit Plan are sometimes aided by someone the

,stratire start. One administrator listed "someone

oommunityv, but failed to elaborate any further,

patently leaving that interpretation to the indivi

dual. Fifty..six per sent of the administrators, Wiest..

lag speoial counselor, mentioned the principal as being

that person. A list of those persons, mho were mentioned

as handling the more diffieult oases, will be found

following Table XXV.

XXV

u bar of Administrators Using a Speeial
blow CasesCounselor

t des No ro
3 V
11 6
3 2

12 1
15 5

40 El
IAA" Oft Ift

9 13
6 9
3 4
1 4
4 3

23 33
Al 50

9 administrators reporting 56 admin. reporting

A list showing these pers ans nomad as special noun-

selors and the frequency with which they were mentioned

follows. loth types of programs, planned and incidental

have been combined.



Principal . . . .40 Doctor. . .

DO4Asoielow 4** 7 Psycholo st. .
VicePrinclpel. . . . . 6 County C inio . .

Coach or Pa* Teacher . . 3 Juvenile Officer.
gars! ** 41.4,* . 3 County Supt. . .

Director of Child Clini 3 Trained Teacher . .

Supt. of School . 6 Hest suited member
Visiting Teacher. . . . 2 of the staff. . .

Girls, Adviser. . . 2 Some one in the
oommunity . . . .

The policy of en raging
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eohers and other staff

members to counsel students is one of the important con.

tributions adding to the development and understanding

of a guidance program. Of those administrators answer .

ins the question, "are teachers other than designated

counselors encouraged to counsel?" only seven, six of the

schools having loss than 300 students, answered in the

negative, the seventh was a Junior high school. Reasons

for the negative replies were not mentioned.

TABLE XV

Teachers other Then Counselors Enoouraged to Couansel

belly*rmo
1 ens
101-300
301.300
501.over 13
Jr. High 12

No
1
2

1

13
6
4
6



Tor the counselor to counsel students properly,

several sources of information should be made available

to him, The use of student grades, cumulative reeords

teacher observations, tests, handbooks, occupational in

formation, personal inventory forms and zany other me.

terials all add to the effectiveness of the counseling

that takes plates. To check the effectiveness of the

counseling programs as they now exist in the secondary

schools, a list of these aids were placed in the quips..

tionnaire and the administrators were asked to cheek the

materials which they used. Only two failed to cheek any

of the items that were listed as aids, and these were of

the incidental group having an average daily attendance

of less than a hundred students. No reason for omitting

this question was mentioned. Of those schools with the

planned program, administrators indicated 94% use student

grades to aid with their eounseling, 91% use the eumala

tiro reeord, and 91% use standardised tests. A question

as to the overlapping of grades and standardised tests

with the cumulative records, which should contain all in

formation concerning the pupil, might be raised A ready

answer cannot be supplied but the suggestion is made in

some cases that the use of the eumulative record alone

refers to the pupils record in the elementary grades.

Teacher observation was mentioned in 8$ of the oases.



under the planned program* Administrators in schools s.

ing the incidental program mentioned the use of grades in

Y% of the eases, with teacher observation ranking second

with 50%, cumulative records 77%, standardised tests 42%.

One of the reasons the use of standardized tests assumes

such a low standing in the schools with the incidental

type of program, is illustrated in Table XXII on page 59.

The use of oscupational and vocational information rates

the comparatively high percentage of 6$ for the planned

group and 53% for the incidental group. The noticeable

leek of student handbooks and counselors handbooks is

apparent as is shown in Table In on page 50. This table

gives the entire results of the inquiry made an the

question.

Counselors often conduct interview and then fail

to record the results of that interview so others, who

may be responsible for follow.up, will be aware of what

passed between the counselor and oounselee at that par.,

Uvular time. From the results as tabulated in Table

XVII on page d8, nay be noted that counselors in schools

with the planned program "always" record the results of

an interview in 14% of the oases, 59% "usually" record the

results, 85% "seldom ", and 4% "never" record results. The

lack of adequate records is pertioularly noticeable in

schools having the incidental program* Of this group



Materials Used to Aid

baay
Attenft O. T.

0
V.

C.
H.

100-1ess 12 11 13 13 1 10 2
101-300 14 12 10 13 1 11 2
301.-500 10 10 9 9 5 9 2
501-ever 13 13 11 11 6 Il 6
Tr« High 17 17 19 18 3 8

66 64 62 64 16 49 12
94 91 88 9], 22 69 16

etre ors reporting
* S.G. student grades

C.R. cumulative record
T.O. teacher observation
S.T. standardized tests
S.H. student handbook

5 in the hools

F. R. 0, T. E. V. H. 0,
4 1 23 20 21 19 16 2
5 12 10 14 9 2 10
4 1 7 7 5 4 2 4
8 2 4 4 3 1 2 3
6 7 7 7 6 2

54 48 50 39 8 33 2 6 1
38 87 77 80 62 13 53 9 1

62 administrators repo
D.T. occupational or vocational information
C.H. counselor's handbook
I.F. personal inventory

0. other



record the results of that interview,

35% "seldom", and 2$ "never" make reeds

ords of their interviews. Moat of the administrators

who indicated the results of interviews were recorded,

reported also these results were made on the student

record forms and kept either in the main office files,

or, as in some of the larger schools, in the deans' or

counselors' files,

In response to the inquiry, "to whom were the records

available", only 50% of all administrators considered in

the study made a reply. Of this group 65% indicated the

files were available to all teachers and counselors, 24%

stated the files were open to administrative staff only,

or to other faculty members by permission, and & re*

plied the files were open to anyone. In the later group

two administrators indicated their files were open to

parents.

wftioh groups of students require the most attaintioa

or counseling in any aehool system?" In an effort to

learn the answer to this question the administrators were

asked to indicate. All high school administrators replied

to the question except one, which had en incidental pro-

gram with less than 100 students. It was found that ad-

ministrators felt more than one grade required additional

attention. For example, several administrators stated
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T

The Recording of Interview Results

2 9 5 fi 5
4 4 l 3 2
2 8 3 1 1 2
1 15 3 1

TOTAL 10 41 16 3
Per sent 14 59 20 4

90 administrators reporting-

3 20 20 14
5 35 35 25

59 admin. reporting

that freshmen and seniors needed the most counseling,

while others'indicated the sophomores and seniors, or

juniors and seniors. However, over 50% of the high

school administrators felt they should not make any is..

tinetion between classes. Ons administrator indicated

freshman students. required the most counseling and if

properly counseled at that time would require only little

additional counseling as they advance through school.

Though 80% of the Junior high school administrators a

wered this wary, their results have not been included

with the high schools. The results from the Junior high

schools are fairly evenly divided when incidental and

planned programs are combined as to those indicating the

freshmen, needed the most counseling and to those stating

no distinetion should be made. Only one Junior high
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Grade Requiring most Counseling

Lar

Daily
Attpnk *Yr, po
10001ess 5
1010300 6
3010500 3
5010Over 6

WAAL
Per sent

Hight

20
40

**6

1 5 6
1 2
2 5 6

3 2 17 U
6 3 53 40

19
35

4

0,D.
a it 13
1 6 9

8 4
4

$0
34

2
3

50 No& 6 atretors reporting 86 H.8. po
17 Jr High admin reporting 6 Jr. High Admin. rep.

7r, freshmen Sr. seniors
So. sophomores No.D. no distinction made
Jr. Juniors
**One administrator mentioned the seventh grade

school administrator indicated the seventh grad

quired the most counseling. This wee a sehool with a

planned program. The grades or classes requiring the

mast counseling has been recorded in Table XVIII above.

Practically every administrator in the state has

someone who eonducta interviews with the students

some instanees the students are requested to have

interview, and in others, they merely volunteer. Of the

67 administrators, from schools with the planned program,

answering t 4$ question, "are interviews required or vol..

anatr, 8.3% indicated interviews were required, and 5$

reported interviews were voluntary. The overlap of



percentages is obvious as it indicates administra

tors actually combine both. Interviews war.0 required

for certain students, while others were merely encourag-

ed. Of the schools with the incidental program, the re

verse is true, 98% were reported having inter-

views on a voluntary basis, with 20% indicating in er-

views were required in certain situations.

If an administrator indicated a voluntary procedure

was timed for soliciting interviews, the question then

raised, was the extent of encouragement that was needed

to stikulate pupils to seek counsel. In the planned

group 58% of those responding or 18 administrators, in

dieated interviews were "encouraged", and 39% made

"special effort" to atimalate the students to seek soli

counseling service. 7rom the incidental group 10% of

those answering made "little or no effort", '0% "en.

eouraged" interviews, and SO% aetually tried to get the

student to seek counsel.

The difficulty of selecting proper eounuelors to

handle individuals' problems is often of major importance

in the functioning of a program. Administrators generally

follow one of two policies, that is, either the student is

assigned to a counselor, or the student selects the per-

son he desires to counsel him. Of 61 schools with the

planned program, 91% of the administrators use



TABLE XIX

interviews Required or Tolun

PLANNV
bail?

Reap uA.red Voluinta

100 -less 5 11
101.300 12 5
301-500 4 6
501.over 9 8
dr. Nigh 14 6

TOTAL 44
Pe 010 65
67 adninistrato s p

* C. completolY so
E. encouraged
8. sought

Voluntary
C. Et 8 * Re quir Voluntary

isafficsir

1 7
2
2
5
4

2 5 22
1 3 16
3 7
3 4
3 3 6

12 1 55
39 98

assn.

18 1
7 5
4 2

1 2
3

1
1

5 54 10
10 70 20

Forting



combination, allowing cone students free selection,

while others are assigned. Still other administrators

use another method not so commonly practiced, that is,

the teacher selects those students they desire to oomn0

sel. Administrators with the incidental program, in

dicatod 34% have a policy of tree selection of coun-

selors by students and 53 practice assigning a student

th

TABLE U

ounselors are Solooted for the Student

56

Daily
Attcd cation
bless 1
101400 3
5010500 2
501-over 1
Jr. High

TOTAL 9

por VIA 154

61 administrators

7
7
a
12
12 3

56
91

reporting

Se Ass
oticA

a
5
1

1

3.0

4
1 2

1

25 7
55 15

admiu. report ins

Your administrators stated they practiced no particular

plan while two reported they handled each situation as

they sew the need. From Table IX it can be seen that

several schools practice more than one method.

The assigning of a student to a particular counselor

another technique that warrants consideration. As was

wn in Table XIX an page 55, many administrators
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require their students to have interviews. Their methods

of assigning the students to their counselors will be

shown in Table XXI on page 50. Forty -nine per want of the

administrators with planned programs in their schools in
dictated that they assigned students according to the

classes in which they are* for example; freshmen, so

more, Junior, senior or as in the ease of the Junior high

school, seventh, eighth or ninth grades. Thirty eight

per cent of this same group use sex as the basis for mak

tug the assignments. Of the 29 administrators in schools

with the incidental program, 20% indicated that the

assignment was made to honeroom, 20% by sex segregation,

17% by classes, and 17% by vocational interest. It may

be of significance to note the almost total absence of

administrators from the larger schools with the incidental

plan, responding to this question. Many administrators

revealed several methods used in their school gystei for

making the assignments.

The provision of funds for counseling purposes is

one of the most apparent differences between the sohools

with a planned program and those with the incidental

type. Of 69 administrators reporting from the planned

group, 71% indicated funds were provided to obtain

supplies, teats and other materials to aid the counselor.

Several administrators from this group indicated these



Method Used When

TABLE

Is Assigned to Counselor

C

100-less 1 2 4 2 1
101-300
301.500 1 4 1
501-over 1 4 t 1

Righ 5 3 1 2

TOTAL 2 5 13 18 7 5
Per cent 10 27 30 15 10

4 administrators reporting

10 A. alphabetical C.
A.I. acadelis interesi. N.
A.R. he room T60.
8. 60X O.

classes

vocational
Other

1 2 2 3 4 3 5
1 2 1 1

1

3

2 2 6. 6 3 4 5
7 7 24 20 17 13 17

adminfatra tors raport fug
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funds, though adequate, came from the students while

others indicated such supplies were furnished from their

general funds. Eighty...three per cent of the administra-

tors using the incidental type of program stated no funds

were available for counseling. A few stated that the

funds available same from the students themselves or from

the student body. Only four of the 135 administrators

failed to indicate their situation on this question;

therefore, a very adequate picture of the situation is

shown in Table XXII

TABLE II

ided fosr Counseling

Daily
AIVAdo
100.01ess
101400
301400
sol*ever
Jr. High

10

20
2

9 aii.strators rspox

O ID

Tea No
3 24
2 15
3 3
1
2 6

In literature, which is concerned with guidance and

counieling. there may be found considerable material

dealing with the qualifications necessary to become a

eounselor. In this survey an attempt was made to leant

what requirements or qualifications administrators



actually used in the selection of people to do the Goon..

soling. lt was found, of administrators using the plan..

ned program, that 39% require considerable college work in

guidance or actual experience in counseling, 33% require

some college work, 27% had no special requirements and

10% used other criteria, such as, interest in pupils, and

personality. Of administrators in schools with the

oidental program, 61% stated that they had no particular

qualifications for their counselors; 19% mentioned the

vocational instructor, 9% listed department heads, and 9%

revealed some college experience. Many administrators

indicated that they have several criteria for the selec-

tion of their counselors. One administrator using the

incidental type of program, mentioned age as a criterion

for the selection of his counselors, as he felt that one

who was too old or too young could not handle the Job

adequately. The age limit was not expressed.

The number of schools extending their counseling

service to out-of-sohool youth is rather small. Sixty

administrators under the planned group made a reply to

the question; "Does your counseling service extend to

outof-school youth?" Twenty ..five per cent of this group

were in agreement with the question as they did extend

their services to out -of- .school youths. Out of this

group 8$ indicated this program consisted of incidental



TABLE XXIII

lisquiremonts for Counselors

A R. V

149 -less
101-300
301-500
501-over
Jr* High 4

1

4
4

9

TAL 19 1 R 27
Per cent 27 t3 3 39

9 administrators

* N.A. no special rsquirsnent
osational instructor

a. dspartmental head

a

V.1

17 3
8 1
2 1
2
5

fk DENfAt

C

32 5 3 9 3 3
61 9 1 17 9 5

52 admi fairators reporting

E. oe id.rable college work or experiono
C. some collage work
C. other
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es and 2$ included testing and counseling. Two

administrators stated the, testing applied only to veterans

or those taking courses under the trade and industry pro.

gram. In addition 47% of those answering "yes,* indicated

the, results of the conference or testing was added to the

records of that individual. Ten administrators of the

planned group indicated the total number receiving these

services was 595 which makes the mean about 59 per

school.

A similar pattern has been observed by those with

incidental counseling program. Of 60 administrators

answering, 30% indicated the counseling extended to those

oat...of...school. Of this group 50% stated the cervices

consisted only of incidental conferences, 10% testing and

counseling and 40% failed to males any indication whatso-

ever. Those receiving testing and counseling wore vet.

erans or students under the trade and industry program.

Thirteen per cent of those answering indicated the re-

sults were placed on the records. As in the planned group

only 10 administrators indicated the total number recleiv.

Jag this service was 480 which made a mean of 48 receiving

some form of counseling service for each school. These

figures are not a true picture as a number of the adminis

trators stated that they had no r000rds from which to

estimate the number. Table XXIV on page 43, includes



TA RLZ IJZIV

The Counseling Service Rztended to Out-of-School Youth
(includes questions 22.23.24, of questionnaire)

!Wily 14+o 'Infer. /Res.
Atten4. T. N. . .0 NW._ --"T".7--37

100..less 4 10 4 105 1 3
101-4500 3 11 2 195 1 2
301500 5 7 3 1 1 1
501-over 3 10 3 1 280 3
Xr. High 4 14 3 2 15 2 1

TOTAL 17 52 15 4 595 8 9
Per cent 25 70 88 25 59_ 47 41

4fariamm

Y. N NNS.. .0

11 14 11 305 2 7
3 14 3 120 1 2
2 5 2 1 1
1 3 1
1 6 1 5 1

18 42 15 3 480 4 11
30 70 50 10 48 13 56

69 administrators report lng 60 administrators reporting

* T. yes NRS. number receiving service
N. no Infor. Rec. information recorded

I.C. incidental conferences
T.C. testing and counseling

at
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questions 22, 23, and 24, of the questionnaire, which were

eoneerned with the counseling of out-.of-sohool youth.

The amount of time devoted to counseling by each

counselor per day may help to understand the effective-

ness with which a sohool counselin, program funetions.

Often this is difficult to determine with any degree of

accuracy; therefore, only an approximtlon of the time

spent by each counselor per day in counbeling was sought.

A few administrators with the planned program indicated

more than one situation as it was probably easier than to

make a computation. It may be noted in Table XXV on

page 65 that, from the planned group, 32% indicated one

period per day by each counselor, 111% two periods, 13%

as mach time as needed, and 11% a half day. Under "other"

many administrators indicated they provide one day per

week, one period per week, two periods per week, and a

halt-period per day. Of the administrators from the in.

eidental group 45% indicated one period per day, 84 two

periods per day, 8% as much time as needed, and 31% used

other measures, such as; less than one period per day,

spordie or variable, as counselors found the time, and

one administrator indicated one period per day for the

first and last months of school. Table XXV on page 65

shows a detailed breakdown of the time allotment for

counseling.



Time to 0
TABLE 1

alias by h 0ounselor Per Day

100-less
101-300
501-500
501-over
Jr. High

TUUL

8 3
5 5 2
1 2 1
2 6 5 2
8 8 1 1 3

2 19 8 3 9
Per gen 32 2, 4 _As
69 administrators reporting

* One Per. one period
Two Per. two periods

4 8 1 1 9

6 4 2
3 1

2
1 1 1
1 3 3

12 22 4 4 15
17 48 8 B 55

46 adeinintrators re rt
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One of the difficult features of counseling is to

determine the time necessary for each interview; however,

it is often possible to estimate the average length of

time by dividing the total time spent by the counselor,

by the number of students interviewed. As a check to de-

tannin. the approximate time the counselors spend on each

interview, the administrators were asked to indicate the

number of minutes, on an average, that were spent on sash

interview. Of the 68 reporting with the planned program,

40% used 15 minutes, 19% needing 20 minutes, 16% indicated

10 minutes, 12% gave 30 minutes. This equals a mean of

16 minutes for each interview. Of the incidental group,

33% indicated 15 minutes, 21% listed 20 minutes; 19% in+

dioated 10 minutes; and 14% allowed 30 minutes. It was

found that an average of 22 minutes are devoted to each

interview by counselors in schools with incidental pro-

grams. An explanation of why the counselors in schools

with the incidental type of program spend more time on

each interview than those with a planned type of pro+

gran might be seem in that fact as shown in Table IX

page 1581 that these counselors have lees students to

counsel. Another reason may be that the counselors in

a planned program are responsible for certain numbers and

thus budget their time more closely. Several administre+

tors, when checking the questionnaire, indicated that
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they used two.-time periods, for example; 20 minutes and

30 minutes. These have been tabulated us two separate

times making the average time spent on each interview more

aoourate. There were 13 administrators from both groups

who indicated that they used as much time as needed and

they had not kept any records with regard to the amount of

time spent on each interview. Table XXVI on page 68 shows

the results of this inquiry.

The responsibilities and duties of counselors are

many and varied, as counseling is a complicated job. It

is a many sided function which requires the counselor to

work at one moment a sensitive situation with a student

and to be tactful the next moment with an administrator,

teacher or pareni. The proper aim for a counselor is to

try to be "many things to many people", as he must be

aware of individual differences. In an effort to learn

some of the responsibilities of the counselors in the

schools of Oregon, a check list was provided in the

questionnaire. The responses to this inquiry were very

favorable from the administrators in schools with a

planned program as they all indicated one or more of the

responsibilities that are delegated to their counselors.

The counselor's responsibility for "dealing with salad

justment", which included poor attendance, retardation

tardiness and misbehavior, was checked by 85% of the



TABLE XXVI

Time Spent on Bosh Interview

PLANNED IOTA
Daily
Att d 10 15 20 30 45 0th 10 15 20 30 45 Other

100-less 4 8 1 6 4 6 5 3
101-300 1 8 1 1 1 2 2 6 4 1
301-500 3 2 4 1 1 4 2 1
501 -over 1 3 3 3 1 1 2
Zr. High 2 6 5 5 3 2 5

TOTAL 11 2? 13 8 1 8 10 19 12 8 3 5
Per vent 16 40 19 12 2 12 18 33 21 14 5
68 administrators reporting 5, adminisira ors reporting
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administrators with the planned map, and 94% of those

with the incidental program. Bighty» five per cent of the

administrators with the planned program indicated "to aid

students in their personal problems was an important

function of the counselor, while 6$ of the incidental

group made the same indication. Perhaps it should be

mentioned that administrators with the planned program

indicated a greater number of responsibilities for their

oounselors, on the questionnaire, than did the incidental

group, and this reason, if no other, accounts for the

greater number of frequencies for each responsibility

listed. lightp.three per cent with the planned program,

and 67% with the incidental type, indicated another

responsibility Wee, "to orient the new students to the

school". "To know the occupational and educational in

tentions of each pupil was indicated by 74% of the

planned group and 56% of the incidental group; "to se-

cure and present occupational and other guidance materiel"

was indicated by 66% of the planned group, and 42% with

the incidental program. The "responsibility of identi-

tying students with unusual talents" was indicated by 57%

of the planned group and only 33% of the incidental made

the same notation. It may be of further interest to note,

though there are considerable differences in percentages

that there is also considerable agreement as to the over-



TABLE XXVII

Responsibilities of Counselors

PLA ED

Attend. P. P.

100-less 9 11
101-300 5 11
301-500 8 9
501-over 7 12
Zr. High 12 10

TOTAL 41 53
Per cent 57 74

A. A.
T. M. M. P. J. P. O.

6 10 13
5 10 10
5 9 7
6 8 12

12 10 19

71 adkinistretore

34 47 61
47 66 85
reporting

CI ID L
S. A.

. P. T. M.. M. P. J. P. O.

13 7 10 1 12 19 12
11 6 13 4 9 3
9 6 8 1 2 3 2

11 5 13 2 1 1 1
15 4 17 1 1 1

59 28 61 20 33 19
83 39 85 33 56 32

* I.P. identify pupils with unusual talents
X.P. know oesupeilonal intentions of pupils
L.P. locate retarded pupils
S.M. secure material
D.M. deal with maladjustments

15 22 19 7 16
6 16 8 5 9
3 7 6 4 5
1 4 2 3 1

7 5 5

25 56 40 21 36
42 94 67 35 61

59 administrators reporting

0.P. orient pupils
A.Z. aid in job plaeement
A.P. aid in personal problems

O. other

-41
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all emphasis placed on each responsibility. Some of the

additional responsibilities of the counselors, other than

those listed are; to discuss problems originated by the

students secure speakers and visual aids, assist with the

testing and aid with curriculum planning.

Only a'comparatively few administrators listed any

figures on the number of pre-arranged interviews they had

during a year. Many administrators stated they had no

idea as to how many were arranged, while others mentioned

that every member of the student body was interviewed at

least once or twice. One of the administrators from a

large Portland school said, "hundreds or perhaps

thousands", Fifty-eight administrators indieated some

figure which could be tabulated, of which 39 were of those

with the planned program and 19 from the incidental group.

Of the planned group, a mean of 262 pre - arranged

views were scheduled for each school, while a mean of 89

are pre-arranged for the incidental group, From Table

XXYIII on page 72 a more detailed break-down may be

noted.

The number of times a student is scheduled for an

interview gives some insight into the values an adminia

tration sees in counseling. Of the 76 replying to this

question, 42A from the planned group indicated each

student was scheduled for at least one interview during



TABLE XXVIII

Number of Pre-arranged Interviews Made Dar

a ins

Attend. Schools

106-loss
evonina

101.400
5014300
501.0oer
Jr. High

TOTAL

of
Intorgrs

um
Schools
Reportina

10

72

the Tear

of
Intogrows

7 1,058 5 296
5 1,978 2 500
3 2,830

14 3,705 2 400

39 10,131 19 1,699
Mee 62 Mean -89

the year, while 52% from the incidental group made the

same notation. Thirty per oent of those from the planned

group, and 10% from the incidental group indicated each

student was scheduled for an interview at least twice

during the year. At least three scheduled interviews

during the year were reported by 8% of the planned group,

and 15% of the incidental group. Many administrators in

dieated no particular number could be applied as it varied

for individuals. Several of the administrators indicated

even though students were usually interviewed once or

twice during the year, there were conditions and indivi-

duals that caused them to deviate from the normal pattern.

For example, a few administrators indicated interviews

were given as often as needed, or they interviewed all

freshmen or seniors once and the other students as they
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made requests. The average number of tine's a student was

scheduled for an interview in all schools was one and

one-half times. This may be noted in Table XXIX on page

74, which shows the detailed breakdown from the

questionnaire.

Often a counseling program may be improved or helped

if there are some outside agencies willing to lend assist-

ance to the schools. On the other hand, many of these

agencies do not know what material would be most bone.*

ficial as educators and counselors fail to make their

needs and desires known. One of the most stimulating

results from the questionnaire was the additional suir

fictitious for improving guidance and counseling. How.

ever, from the original list provided on the question-

noire, 65% of the administrators with the planned type of

program, indicated one of the most useful ways of im-

proving the counseling, would be to require teachers to

take courses in guidance and counseling before entering

the teaching profession. From the incidental group 56%

made the same suggestion. From the planned group, 63%

felt a handbook for counselors would be of value; this too

was suggested by 69% of the incidental group. Half of all

the administrators indicated the development of a state

plan for counseling would help the situation. Another

46% from the planned program group and 42% from the



TABLE XXIX

Number of Times Each Student Is Scheduled for An Interview During the Year

Daily
Attend. One Two Three Other One Two Three Other

100 -less 5 2 5 5 1 2 5
101.300 7 2 1 1 4 1 1 2
301-500 4 3 1 1 1 2
501-over 4 3 1 4
Ir. High 4 7 2 4 1 1

TOTAL 24 17 5 15 11 2 3 10
Per cent 4$ 50 8 26 58 10 13 50

57 adminisiraters reporting 14 administrators reporiing
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incidental type indicated the provision of occupational

information would enhanse their programs. Some of the

additional suggestions which warrant attention and con-

sideration were: (1) the sponsoring of state-wide guidance

eonferences; (2) making all teacher-training agencies

aware of the need for trained personnel; (3) the reducing

of the individual teacher-load so teachers may participate

IA the guidance program; and (4) issuing special certifi.

(fates to those completing work in guidance and counseling

similar to the administrative certificates offered in the

educational field today. Table XXX on the next page,

shows what help might be extended to make the counseling

program more effective.

In an attempt to learn what the administrators

thought of their school programs of counseling, the quasi.

tion was asked it they felt their own programs were ado..

gusto. Of those replying to this request, SO% from the

planned group and SO from the incidental group indicated

their program was not adequate. For some of the reasons

why these percentages are so high, these quotations are

given:

*No, we touch only small phases of what should be
done in a counseling service."

"No, neither from the standpoint of training,
formation, nor reoords kept."



TABLE XXX

Help That Might Be Extended to Mike the Counsaling Program More Effective

Daily
AItipd *S.P. H.B.

100-lase 8 7
101-300 10 a
301-500 4 4
501 -aver 3 10
Zr. High 9 15

TOTAL 34 42
Per °ant 50 62

0CC.CC. T.T. O.O.

66 88 22
77 44
33 77 33
88 1111 22
99 1414 11

3333 4444 88 2424 3636
4646 6565 1111 4545 6767

23 30
62 56

8
15

67 administrators reporting 58 atiministraors reporting

* S.P. State plan for oounaeling T. Teacher training in gnidanoe and
B.B. Handbook for sounsalors °annealing
000. Ooanpational Information 0. Other
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*No, counseling to be effective and adequate
takes time. We are handicapped materially
in this respect."

"No counseling program is adequate; need more
time, money, nurses, doctors and psyohiatrists."

"No, we are overorowded and have too much to
do filling class schedules to do any adequate
job."

"No, teacher shortages cause too little time
for the program."

"No, our program is rather indefinite. The
principal talks over problems with juniors
and seniors. Students talk with other
teachers whenever convenient. No permanent
record is kept in most oases but the en-
rollment is not large and teachers know
the problems of most of the pupils. Ours is
an informal program. This set-up works quite
well here. However, we do look information
concerning occupations when students seek
that information."

"No, it is under-developed but should soon be-
come adequate."

"No, lack of time and personnel."

"No, we do not have the finances to secure all
aids that X would like to have, such as; tests,
measurements equipment, and occupational
information,"

"No our staff is not adequate; our finances
will not permit a program whereby we can do
the things necessary for a good counseling
and teaching program."

"No, our counselor does not have enough time
for the job."

"No, the board has approved our plan to hire a
gaidanee director for our school next year.
Ons..half day, per day will be devoted to
counseling."
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"Not yet, we work on it constantly."

"I doubt it we have touched the possibilities.
It appears to MA that our school of 550 stu
dents could use two full-time counselors to a
good advantage."

"No, we are only beginning our program."

"No, we leak time, our girls dean is a full-
time physical education teacher. I teach
half4ime, supervise all aetivities of the
associated student body, do the adminis-
trative work and personnel work for the
boys. We never have enough time to do all
the duties we must do."

The preceding were only a few of the comments made

with regard to the adequacy of the individual school pro.

grams. The majority of administrators have indicated it

is a combination of lack of time, money, and trained

personnel. There were 16% of the planned group and 16%

of the incidental group, that felt their programs of

counseling were adequate. Here are some of the moments

these schools made.

"Yes, if we can get the right people to do the
counseling."

"We feel that our program is very good; but we
are constantly seeking to better it."

"Perhaps this high school has done more than
many similar small schools toward a counsel-
ing and guidance program."

"Yea, due to the limited number of students who
have maladjustments. The elasticity of our
extra-curricular program allows for an extra.
ordinary amount of leadership .."

"Very satisfactory and effective."
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"Our students and faculty seem to feel the
situation is being met adequately."

wrest for the size of school."

"Yes, both as to personnel, and place to meet
in private."

"Yes, I feel that it has kept many students in
school and guided them into desirable ohannols
which they may have missed."

wrest our testing touches most students in
achievement, ability and personality. laeh
year we try for improvement."

A few administrators indicated they felt their

programs were fairly adequate but did not comment. The

results of the inquiry are shown in Table XXXI given

below.

TABLE IOCCE

Adequacy of the 0ounseling Program

Daily
A Yee No Other N 0th

ass
101.300 12 1 1
301.600 1 1
501.over 5 8 1
Tr. High 3 15 2 1

TDU4 11 54 3 8

14
5
3
6

47
8

n. repo



CHAPTER IT

SUUMART AND REGOUNDINDATIONS

Summary

This thesis has been concerned with a study of the

counseling services as they now exist in the seeon4ary

schools of Oregon. High schools with an average daily

attendance of fifty or more pupils and all junior high

schools were given an opportunity to eontribato to the

study. A letter of explanation and a questionnaire of

thirty -one questions were sent to the administrators of

192 secondary schools throughout the state of which 135 or

10%, were used in this study. Of this number 28 or 20%

were from the junior high school. All schools did not

reply to *moil question and this has been taken into con-

sideration in compiling the results.

The problems concerned in the study are based on the

type of counseling programs found in the schools. These

programs have been classified into two major divisions*

(1) schools with a planned type of counseling program,

and (2) schools with an incidental type of program. There

are several factors making this classification apparent

other than an administrators own interpretation of his

program. Some of these are: the number of counselors prod.

Tided in a school system; the phases of counseling the
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program includes; the conditions under whieh the inter-

view takes place; the provisions made for the handling of

problem oases; the recording of results of the counseling;

and the funds provided for counseling purposes.

Of the schools considered in the study 46% of the

administrators indicated their schools had a planned type

of program of counseling, while another 46% of the admin-

istrators indicated their schools had an incidental type

of program. Eight per cent indicated their programs were

partly planned or otherwise failed to indicate. The re-

sults of the latter group were tabulated with either the

planned or incidental group to avoid infinitesimal per..

montages which would have little meaning.

There is little discrimination between the counseling

of groups or individuals as most administrators consider

the counseling of both important. This had been further

demonstrated by the fact that over 80% of both the plan-

ned and incidental group consider class discussions as

part of their counseling programs.

The phases of eouns,ling considered by the various

schools' overlap considerably. It is apparent, however,

that administrAors /nth the planned'program place a

slightly greater emphasis on the individual's personal ed...

justments while those with the incidental program are

most concerned with school subjects and schedule planning.



The principal is the one person who is most often

responsible for the counseling program in the schools,

however, this responsibility is often shared with other

members of the faculty, particularly the dean of girls.

Furthermore there is a noticeable shift from the principal

bearing the responsibility to the guidance director or

deans in the larger sehools with the planned type of pro.

gram. As for the person handling the major part of the

counseling, once again the principal predominated. In

the school with a planned program, however, the teacher-

counselor contributes major proportions to the counseling

that takes place; this is particularly so of the larger

schools.

The ratio of counselors to pupils of those schools

reporting is 72 pupils for eaoh counselor in schools with

planned program, and 48 pupils to each counselor in

schools with the incidental program. This condition may

be accouhted for by the foot there are many more of the

larger schools with the planned program. The mean number

of counselors per school for those with the planned pro-

gram was five and one-half while the mean number per

school for those with the incidental program was three

and one-half.

The reports disclose that most counselors "usually"

conduct their interviews in private, depending upon the
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subject under discussion. The individual counseling is

done in the principal's office or some private room. Most

of the counseling occurs during the time of day when it

would not interfere with class periods. The fact that 60%

of the schools with the incidental program indicated that

they had no special time provided for counseling is one

of the factors which distinguishes the planned program

from the incidental program. Most administrators agree

their counseling is continuous year around, however, they

did indicate in some instances, additional emphasis was

made at the beginning of the school year.

The provision of special counselors for problem

eases was noted by 49% of administrators with a planned

program and only 41% of administrators with the incidental

type. The principal and vice - principal were mentioned

46 times as the person handling the problem oases; deans

were mentioned V times while the director of child clinics

only three times and a psychologist once. There was

little appearance of outside agencies or personnel to

assist with the counseling. Teachers, who are not des -

ignated as counselors, are encouraged to counsel students

in all but a few exceptions. These exceptions were noted

to be in the smaller schools.

Generally counselors use student grades, cumulative

records, or teacher observations to aid them in their
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counseling programs. Those counselors in a school with

a planned program use standardised tests with greater

frequency than those counselors with the incidental

program.

The results or observationn.made during an inter-

view are "always" or "usually" recorded in slightly better

than 50% of the schools with the planned program; however,

Go% of the administrators with the incidental program re-

port that they "seldom" or "never" record the results,

This is another feature which distinguishes the planned

type from the incidental type of program. These results,

if recorded, are usually filed in the students' personal

folders and are usually made available to all members of

the staff.

About 50% of the administrators of the schools

indicated that there is little distinction made between

educational levels requiring the most counseling, Of the

other 50% the majority considered the freshmen and seniors

as the important groups requiring additional attention.

The requirement of students to soak oouncel is anoth

er difference between the planned and incidental type of

program. Administrators in schools with the incidental

program provide for interviews on a voluntary basis and

encourage students to seek counsel. The administrators

who require the student to have eonsultation usually
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assign the student to a counselor. The popular methods

of assigning students are according to sex or *lass stand-

ing. In Junior high schools the assignment is usually

made according to homeroom.

The provision of special funds to aid the counseling

program also helps to distinguish the programs. Seventy-

one per cent of the administrators with a planned program

have indicated that they have been provided with funds

while 83% of the incidental group have no such provision.

The requirements for becoming a counselor in a

school system are dependent upon the administrator. In

those schools with a planned program, 72% of the adminis

trators required their counselors to have taken college

work in guidance or experience in counseling. Adminis-

trators in wawa* with an incidental program in most

eases have no special requirements. In addition to train-

ing and experience, an interest in the students and in

personality development were mentioned frequently as re-

quisites for counselors.

Only a small percentage of administrators provide for

the counseling of out-of-school youth. The type of

services extended to these youths is usually incidental in

nature and the results are seldom placed on record. The

mean number receiving these services, as indicated by the

20 administrators replying, was 54 students per school.
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The amount of time spent by the counselor each day

in performing his duties averages about two periods per

day in schools with a planned program and one period per

day in schools with the incidental program. As to the

amount of time spent on eaoh interview, it was learned

that about 16 minutes were spent on each student in

schools with the planned program and 20 minutes in the

schools with the incidental program. Several indicated

that they used as much time as needed.

The responsibilities of counselors are varied, de-

pending upon the school system in which employed, how.

ever, there was almost uniform agreement as to the rank

order of importance. Most frequently mentioned as a

responsibility of the counselor was (1) to deal with sta+

dent maladjustments; (2) to orient new students to the

school; (3) to aid students with personal problems;

(4) to know the occupational and educational intentions

of sash pupil, and (5) to scour. and present occupational

and other guidance materials. The responsibility least

mentioned was to aid the student in job placement.

The number of pre-arranged interviews made during

the year by 58 administrators reporting was 12,830, or

a mean of 221 per school. This is not a true picture,

however, as the average number of pre-arranged interviews

made by the planned group was 262 and only 89 for the
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incidental group. The number of times a student is

scheduled for an interview varies little with the type of

program as the average for either program is one and one.

half for each student during the year.

There was considerable indication and almost

unanimous agreement as to the help that might be extended

to the school to help their counseling programs. Most

frequently mentioned was the need for a handbook for

counselors, and the demand for teachers to take required

courses in guidance and counseling. The development of a

state program for counseling; the provision of occupation.

al information; reduction of teacher leads; and sponsoring

of guidance conferences were also frequently mentioned,

Most administrators felt their counseling programs

were inadequate. They used time, money and trained per-

sonnel. Fifteen per cent of all administrators felt their

programs were adequate and were meeting the needs of the

students.

In conclusion, there are several generalisations that

eon be made concerning the counseling programs of the

secondary school of Oregon. (1) There are too few schools

supporting a planned counseling program. (2) Insufficient

attention is given to the individual and his needs, and

often class discussions are the basin of the counseling

program. (3) There are too few counselors for the number



of students, and counselors bays too little tima.

(4) There is a leek of an awareness of the outside help

available for the handling of problem oases. (5) There is

a great used for reoording information concerning the

student, and thus enable other counselors to continue and

avoid repetition. (6) There is a look of funds for ma-

terials and aids which would help the program. (7) Too

often there are no requirements made for those persons

doing the counseling and their selection is not based on

en special criteria.

Recommendations

The suctions of a counseling program, may be measured

by its ability to meet adequately the needs and desires

of the students. This may entail personal problems, ad..

justment to society, future occupational and vocational

plans, and many other problems that are involved in living
and in life. There are several ways in which the second-

ary schools of Oregon can improve upon their counseling

programs. Some of these which have become apparent from

the study are:

1. Increase the number of planned type of counseling

programs, particularly in the schools with the larger an.

rollments.

2. It is recommended that a teacher be designated as
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Counselor with sufficient time to head-up the program.

5. Encourage counselors to esquire training and exp.

perienoes that will make them mare competent and co*.

fidint.

4. Give the counselors a private office with suit

able equipment.

5. Formulate a reoord system and require that

complete records be kept.

6. Supply counselors with whatever materials are

needed for the job and then place some of the respon.

sibility for the testing program in their hands.

7. Search each community for individuals with ex-

perience or training that oould aid with the effectiveness

of the counseling programs and secure their help and

cooperation.

8. Provide for follow-up after the students leave

school, and extend counseling services to outofschool

youth.

9. Encourage the State Department of Education to

develop and put into operation a guidance and counseling

program.

10. Encourage the State Department of Education to

publish a handbook on counseling to a000mpany the program.
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Sohool of Education
Oregon State College
Corvallis, Oregon

Deer Sirs

Last year the O./C.A. conducted a survey of the Guidance
Program in the secondary schools of our state. Due to
the field and the great difference of individual inter..
pretation it has been decided to approach this growing
problem from another viewpoint. Only one phase of the
entire guidance program is to be considered herethat
of "Counseling".

Realizing that many different interpretations may be pre
sent, we have taken upon ourselves the task of defining
what we mean by counseling. Counseling is used more or
less synonymously with interviewing--"A face to face
situation for the purpose of securing, giving or relating
information that is important to the welfare or future of
the individual".

We are interested in the manner, techniques, aims and
objectives of counseling in order to promote and forma-
late a more unified plan throughout the state. This in-
formation will be made available to the State Division of
Toestional Education, Ooeupational Information and Guid-
ans. Service, and in addition, to the School of Education,
Oregon State College.

Please check the items in the following questionnaire
that apply to your situation and return in the stamped
self..addressed envelope by April 15. The questionnaire
will require less then fifteen minutes of your time. Any
additional information or suggestions will be welcomed.

Your cooperation in this investigation will be greatly
appreciated and the results will be made available to you.

Sincerely yours,

Charles P. Zaour
Approved by: Graduate Student, Rdusation

Oregon State College
Xr-rTIT-Nr-Mln uca onissne
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OREGON COUNSELING RESEARCH SURVEY

Counseling is what part of your school program?

Incidental Other( explain)
Planned

2. To whom is your counseling program confined?

Individuals only Both
Groups only Other (explain)

3. Does your school consider group or class discus-
slobs as part of your oounseling? TES: __XO.

4. What phases of counseling does your program include?

Personality Adjustment Schedule and program
-"Health Adjustment planning

Social Adjustment Other (Explain)
School Subjects
Extra-curricular aotivity Teacher - counselor

--Altars vocational interest and plans

5. Who is the person immediately responsible for the
counseling program in your school?

Superintendent Doan of Girls
=Principal Teacher- counselor

Guidance Director Other (Explain)
time counselor

Dean of Boys

Who handles the major part of counseling in your
school?

Prinoipal Sponsor of co...curricular
-Full time counselor activities
Teacher- counselor Other (Explain)

~ Homeroom teacher

How many people are considered as counselors in
your school? Wit: WOMEN.

Are interviews conducted privately?

Always; Usually; Seldom; ,,,lever
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Where does the counseling take place?

Class room __Study hall
.Private or special room Other (explain)

Zrincipal's office
QMO roam

10. When does the individual counseling take place?

Before classes begin ,No special time
DurinDuring class periods After schoolg

study periods Other (explain)
'louring lunch periods

11* When is the major part of counseling conducted?

Beginning of the school year
:Dear closing of school year

Fall semester
-....Spring Semester Other (explain)
".."..Continuous year around

12. Are special problem oases handled by "Special
Counselors?" YIDS: NO

If so by WJ)M (POSITION) ?

13. Are teachers other than designated counselors en-
couraged to counsel? IFS : NO

14* what materials are used to aid counselors?

__Student grades
Cumulative record

--"Teacher observation
Standardized tests

Student handbook

...poeupational or voca-
tional information
Counselor's handbook
Personal inventory form

:.....Other (explain)

15. Are individual counseling results permanently
recorded?

Always
....tsually

If so WHERE AWMABLE TO ',MAL...3

Seldom
Never
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16. ?or what grade level do you feel counseling is
most necessary?

Freshmen Junior
Sophomore Senior

No distinction made

1711 Are interviews: Required; Voluntary?
If Voluntary: Z rimpletely so; Encouraged

Sough%

18. In what manner are counselors seleoted for the
student?

Student allowed free selection of counselor
Student is assigned to counselor
Other (explain)

19. It student is assigned what method is used?

Alphabetical Extra.curricular
Academia interest activities
Rome room Vocational in.
Sex segregation terest
Classes (Frosh. Soph. Jr. Sr.) Other (explain)

20. Are any special funds provided for counseling?
(Example-for testing; supplies; materials for
counseling aids) YES: NO

21. What are your requirements for counselors: (Check
those that apply)

No special requirement
"Vocational instructor

Departmental Head
Considerable college work or
experienoe in counseling

Some college work
in counsel
Other (explain)

22. Does your counseling program extent to outof-sohool
youth? TES: NO

If so, of what nature is your program?

Inoidental conferences Other (explain)
--Testing and counseling services
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25. What is the approximate number annually receiving
these serviette?

24. Is this information added to the records? Yes;

25. Approximately how much time is devoted to counsel-
ing by eaoh counselor per day?

No

One period _yull day
--two periods --Other (explain)
half day

26. About how many minutes (on an average) are spent on
each interview?

.10
15

30

27. What are the responsibilities of your counselor?
(Check those that apply)

Identify pupils with unusual talents
--know the necupational and educational intentions
of pupils

Locate all over age and retarded pupils who will
probably not finish school*
Secure and present occupational and other guidance
material
Deal with pupil maladjustment; poor attendance;

retardation; tardiness; and misbehavior.
Orient new pupils to the school

--Aid with pupil job placement
--Aid pupils in personal problems

Other (explain)

28. About how many pre- sr/WNW interviews one made
during the year ? (Total)

29* How many times are each student scheduled for inter.
views during the year?

One Four
Two wive
three Other
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50. What help do you feel might be extended by teacher-
training institutes and the State Department of
Education that would make your guidance and
counseling program more effective?

..Develop state plan for counseling
Develop handbook for counselors

-"'"Provide occupational information
au-Require teacher to take courses in guidance and

counseling before entering teaching profession.
Other suggestions

31. Do you feel your counseling program is adequate?
(Explain)

asps

Position


